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AbstratThis paper presents a translation between the formal desription tehnique LOTOS andthe objet-oriented spei�ation language Objet-Z. The need for suh a translation lies in theuse of formal methods in viewpoint spei�ation, and in partiular in the Open DistributedProessing standard. The use of viewpoints as a set of partial interloking spei�ations bringsan obligation to hek the onsisteny of these partial spei�ations, and to do so we need torelate spei�ations written in di�ering languages. The work presented here aims to supportthe onsisteny heking of viewpoints written using formal methods by de�ning a translationfrom LOTOS to Objet-Z. A LOTOS spei�ation desribes both an ADT omponent anda behavioural model, the former is translated into the Z type system, and the behaviouralspei�ation is translated into a olletion of Objet-Z lasses where we relate LOTOS ationsto operations in the Objet-Z spei�ation. A ase study is presented whih illustrates thetranslation and onsisteny heking tehniques disussed in the paper.Key words: Distributed Systems; Open Distributed Proessing; Formal methods (Objet-Z,LOTOS); Viewpoints; Consisteny; Partial Spei�ation.1 IntrodutionIn this paper we de�ne a translation between the formal desription tehnique LOTOS [6℄ and theobjet-oriented spei�ation language Objet-Z [15℄. The motivation for deriving suh a translationarises from the use of formal methods in viewpoint spei�ation and distributed systems design.Spei�ation by viewpoints [17℄ is advoated as a struturing method for the desription of omplexsystems. Eah viewpoint represents one perspetive of the envisaged system, and thus viewpointsprovide a true separation of onerns. In addition, eah viewpoint an use a spei�ation languagewhih is dediated to its partiular perspetive - aknowledging the generally held belief that no(formal) method applies equally well to all domains of appliation.Our motivation for studying viewpoint spei�ation derives from its use in distributed systemsdesign, and in partiular in the Open Distributed Proessing (ODP) standard [22, 21, 1℄. There are�ve viewpoints, with �xed pre-determined roles, in ODP: enterprise, information, omputational,engineering and tehnology. Requirements and spei�ations of an ODP system an be madefrom any of these viewpoints. For example, the omputational viewpoint is onerned with thealgorithms and data ow of the distributed system funtion. It represents the system and itsenvironment in terms of objets whih interat by transfer of information via interfaes. Theengineering viewpoint, on the other hand, is more onerned with the distribution mehanismsand the provision of the various transparenies needed to support distribution.1



Inherent in any viewpoint approah is the need to hek or manage the onsisteny of viewpointsand to show that the di�erent spei�ations do not impose ontraditory requirements [18℄. Themehanisms needed to do this depend on the viewpoint languages used, and we have a partiularinterest in the use of formal tehniques beause the ODP referene model plaes an emphasis onthe use of formalism. The referene model inludes an arhitetural semantis whih desribes theappliation of formal methods to the spei�ation of ODP systems. Of the available notations,state-based languages suh as Z are likely to be used for at least the information, and possiblyother, viewpoints. Beause ODP has adopted an objet-based approah to speifying distributedsystems, the objet-oriented variant of Z, Objet-Z, has been advoated as a language that willmeet many of the requirements of ODP viewpoint spei�ation [15, 8℄. For the omputational andengineering viewpoints, LOTOS is a strong andidate in addition to other, less formal, notations.Beause viewpoints overlap in the parts of the system that they desribe, in order to hek on-sisteny the relationship between the viewpoints needs to be doumented. In simple examplesthese parts will be linked impliitly by having the same name and type in both viewpoints. Ingeneral, however, we may need more ompliated desriptions for relating ommon aspets of theviewpoints, suh desriptions are alled orrespondenes in ODP [22℄. A olletion of viewpointsan then be de�ned to be onsistent if and only if a ommon re�nement an be found (i.e. aspei�ation that re�nes all the original viewpoints) with respet to the orrespondenes betweenthe viewpoints.The strategy we envisage to hek the onsisteny of one ODP viewpoint written in Objet-Zwith another written in LOTOS is as follows. First translate the LOTOS spei�ation to anobservationally equivalent one in Objet-Z, then use the mehanisms de�ned in [4, 8℄ to hek theonsisteny of the two viewpoints now both expressed in Objet-Z. These mehanisms attempt to�nd a ommon re�nement of the two viewpoints - if one exists the viewpoints are onsistent 1.The aim of the work desribed here is to support suh a onsisteny heking mehanism byproviding a translation of LOTOS into Objet-Z. The bakground to the problems of onsistenyheking in ODP, and the motivation for onsidering these two partiular languages is disussedin Setion 2. In Setion 3 we provide a brief introdution to the languages Objet-Z and LOTOS.Setion 4 then de�nes and illustrates the translation between the languages. The ADT omponentof a LOTOS spei�ation is translated diretly into the Z type system. To translate the behaviouralaspet of a LOTOS spei�ation, we map eah LOTOS proess to an Objet-Z lass. Adopting thisapproah allows a natural mapping to be identi�ed between many of the behavioural onstruts inthe two languages, for example, we �nd that proess instantiation in LOTOS orresponds naturallyto objet instantiation in Objet-Z. Setion 5 disusses the onsisteny heking tehniques asapplied to the ase study. Finally, we onlude in Setion 6.2 BakgroundThe objetive of ODP is to enable the onstrution of distributed systems in a multi-vendorenvironment through the provision of a general arhitetural framework that suh systems mustonform to. The initiative whih lead to the standardization of Open Distributed Proessing amefrom a growing awareness that many of the ommuniations-oriented standardization ativitiesaimed at the provision of Open Systems Interonnetion required a broader framework than wasprovided by the OSI Referene Model. A simple interonnetion model is not powerful enough forthe onstrution of omplex distributed appliations. What is needed is a model whih an ombinethe desription of system struture with statement of system-wide objetives and onstraints, sothat the adequay of the solutions proposed an be judged against the system's original purpose.1In fat these mehanisms are de�ned for Z as opposed to Objet-Z. Setion 5 disusses why these tehniquesare also relevant to Objet-Z. 2



The ODP standardization initiative is a response to these issues, and provides a framework forthe spei�ation and standardisation of distributed systems.The omplete spei�ation of any non-trivial distributed system involves a very large amount ofinformation. Attempting to apture all aspets of the design in a single desription is generallyunworkable. The use of multiple views of a system is one method of ahieving a suitable deom-position of a omplex design into a manageable form. The ODP Referene Model (RM-ODP) hasadopted suh a mehanism, and has identi�ed a number of viewpoints. The viewpoints enabledi�erent partiipants to observe a system from a suitable perspetive and at a suitable level ofabstration [25, 1℄. Requirements and spei�ations of an ODP system an be made from any ofthese viewpoints.The set of viewpoints has been hosen so that the resultant spei�ations together address theomplete set of onerns involved in providing a spei�ation of the system. However, as with otherviewpoint models [17, 18℄, the ODP viewpoints are not independent. They are eah partial viewsof the omplete system spei�ation. Some items an, therefore, our in more than one viewpoint,and there are a set of onsisteny onstraints arising from the orrespondenes between terms inthe viewpoint languages and the statements relating the various terms within eah language. Theheking of suh onsisteny is an important part of demonstrating the orretness of the full setof spei�ations.Although ODP is a framework for standardization, rather than a design methodology, imple-mentation of standards requires preise and unambiguous interpretations of spei�ations andstandards. For this reason formal methods play an important role within ODP, indeed the refer-ene model states that The work of the RM-ODP is based on the use, as far as possible, of formaldesription tehniques to give it a lear and unambiguous interpretation [22℄. In support of this,the arhitetural semantis (given in Part 4 of the referene model) provides an interpretation ofODP modelling onepts whih enables viewpoints to be written in a number of formal desriptiontehniques (FDTs).The diversity inherent in a omplex framework suh as ODP means that a number of di�erent(formal) tehniques are appliable to di�ering aspets of the model, and the hoie of whih lan-guage(s) to use in whih viewpoint is a entral issue. The available FDTs also o�er signi�antdiversity. For example, LOTOS, Estelle [20℄ and SDL [9℄ are targeted at issues of expliit onur-reny and interation (speifying ordering and synhronisation of abstrat events). On this basisLOTOS is a strong ontender for use in the omputational viewpoint. In ontrast, model basedtehniques suh as Objet-Z, Z [30℄ and VDM [23℄ desribe spei�ations in terms of data statehange, and are partiularly suited to use in the enterprise and information viewpoints. In addi-tion, the approah taken in the referene model is objet-based, and the set of onepts de�nedonstitute a preise basi objet model, inluding the neessary de�nitions to onstrut type andlass strutures. This has led to interest in the use of objet-based spei�ation languages for usewithin ODP viewpoints, and Objet-Z is a leading andidate for use in the information viewpoint.However, it should be noted that none of these FDTs fully address the spei�ation requirementsof modern distributed proessing and Open Distributed Proessing in partiular [8℄. Therefore touse FDTs e�etively within ODP, spei� languages are used within partiular viewpoints. Forthe potential of ODP to be fully exploited it is therefore neessary to provide a mehanism tosupport onsisteny heking aross viewpoints written in those FDTs.The use of multiple viewpoints is not unique to ODP, and di�erent approahes use di�erentmehanisms by whih to assess onsisteny. Here we take a onstrutive view of onsisteny thatis oriented towards system development and de�ne a olletion of viewpoints to be onsistent ifand only if a ommon re�nement an be found (i.e. a spei�ation that re�nes all the originalviewpoints) with respet to the orrespondenes between the viewpoints. The least suh ommonre�nement of two viewpoints is known as their uni�ation. Suh a uni�ation of two viewpointshas all the requirements imposed by both viewpoints, however, it imposes no extra requirements3



besides those ontained in the �rst two viewpoints (or else onsisteny heking with yet anotherviewpoint might unneessarily fail). Beause of this property, �nding uni�ations for pairs ofviewpoints is a onstrutive way of establishing onsisteny.Elsewhere (e.g. [4, 5, 8℄) we have desribed how a uni�ation of two viewpoints an be onstrutedwhen they have been spei�ed in Z. A partiularly important aspet of this work was to loatetwo onditions whih were suÆient to ensure onsisteny of the two Z viewpoints, and thereforeto allow automation of as muh as possible of the uni�ation proess. For that reason we havedeveloped a range of Z uni�ation tools together with theorem proving support [2℄. The onsistenyonditions an be automatially generated from a Z uni�ation tool and fed into a theorem prover.Given that the omplexity and struture of the onsisteny onditions are almost exlusivelydetermined by the prediates that our in the viewpoint spei�ations [5℄, the existing methodsfor automated theorem proving in Z (e.g. [24, 7℄) an be used to disharge these onsistenyonditions. The extension of this work to objet based languages has been onsidered in [14℄,whih disusses onsisteny heking in objet oriented variants of Z.The work reported in this paper provides a translation between LOTOS and Objet-Z, and byombining this translation mehanism with the above Z uni�ation tehniques we aim to supportthe onsisteny heking of one ODP viewpoint written in Objet-Z with another written inLOTOS as follows. First translate the LOTOS spei�ation to an observationally equivalent onein Objet-Z, then hek the onsisteny of the two viewpoints now both expressed in the samelanguage. These mehanisms attempt to �nd a ommon re�nement of the two viewpoints - if oneexists the original viewpoints were onsistent. In Setion 4 we will illustrate this approah througha simple ase study.Although the motivation for this work arises from the use of viewpoints in the ODP referenemodel, it should be noted that both the translation algorithm and onsisteny heking tehniquesare generi and that they an be applied in an arbitrary viewpoint framework [3℄. Indeed it shouldbe stressed that our motivation in this paper is to present our work on translation, and thereforethe partial spei�ations used in our running example are not ODP viewpoints but small fragmentsof behaviour whih serve to illustrate the translation proess. Elsewhere we have onsidered issuesspei�ally arising from ODP [4, 5℄.3 The Languages Objet-Z and LOTOS3.1 Objet-ZObjet-Z is an objet-oriented extension of the spei�ation language Z, whih has been developedover a number of years and is perhaps the most mature of all the proposals to extend Z in anobjet-oriented fashion. It has been advoated as one of the languages suitable for use in the ODPviewpoints, partiularly in respet of the information viewpoint of the referene model.Objet-Z uses a lass shema to enapsulate a state shema together with the operations atingupon that state. It is represented as a named box with zero or more generi parameters. The lassshema may inlude loal type or onstant de�nitions, at most one state shema and initial stateshema together with zero or more operation shemas. A lass may also inherit a number of otherlasses. The loal type and onstant de�nitions of an inherited lass are available in the inheritinglass. The shemas of an inherited lass are either impliitly available or impliitly onjoined withidential named shemas of the inheriting lass.A simple example of an Objet-Z lass is given by the following:4



Mount ; value1; value2 : ININIT�(ount)ount 0 = 0a�(ount ; value1)input? : INount = 0 ^ ount 0 = 1value10 = input?b�(ount ; value2)input? : INount = 1 ^ ount 0 = 2value20 = input?output ! : INount = 2output ! = max (value1; value2)The variables ount ; value1 and value2 delared in the (unnamed) state shema are loal to thelass. The initial state shema INIT de�nes the initial values of the variables in the state shema.The lass spei�ed above has three operations: a, b and . The operations in this lass allow twointegers to be inserted (using a and b), and the operation  will output the maximum of thosevalues. Names ending in a ? denote input, and those ending in a ! denote output. Primes (0) areused to denote the value of a state variable after an operation has ourred.Eah operation has a �-list whih ontains those state variables whih may hange when theoperation is applied to an objet of that lass. An operation does not hange the state variablesthat are not listed in its �-list. Hene the operation a impliitly ontains a prediate value2 =value20. The preonditions of the operations fore them to be invoked in a partiular order.The interpretation of operations in an Objet-Z lass di�ers from that in Z, in that an Objet-Zoperation annot our outside its preondition2. This interpretation of operation preonditionsis ruial for the orretness of the translation de�ned in this paper.The behaviour of the lass M is best illustrated by looking at a simple transition system repre-sentation of it, see �gure 1.A lass an also inlude instanes, i.e. objets, of other lasses as state variables. This allows theonise spei�ation of the interation between omponents of a system. For example,2In Z, an operation is unde�ned (but enabled) outside its preondition.
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cFigure 1: The behaviour of the lass MOZMax3A;B : MINITA:INIT ;B :INITin1 b= A:ain2 b= A:bin3 b= B :bout b= B :i b= (A: jj B :a[output?=input?℄)spei�es a lass with two state variables, A and B , whih are objets of the lass M . Initiallythe objets are in their initial state. The objets have operations applied to them using the dotnotation, this notation is made preise in the semantis de�ned in [27℄. Informally we an viewreferenes to objets as follows. If C is a lass the the delaration  : C delares  to be a variablewhose value is a referene to an objet of lass C . Then :INIT is a prediate whih denoteswhether the objet  onforms to C 's initial state shema. The operation :Op transforms theobjet referened by  aording to the de�nition of the operation Op de�ned in the lass C .The operation i represents an internal operation, i.e. one whih an be invoked by the objetwhenever the preondition of i holds, but whih annot be ontrolled externally3. The semantisof internal operations is idential to observable operations, however, weak bisimulation equivalenes[26℄ de�ned over the semantis will treat internal operations di�erently to observable operations.Objet-Z provides additional shema operators to those de�ned in Z. The parallel operator kenables ommuniation between objets to be spei�ed, it behaves like onjuntion but also equatesinputs and outputs with the same basename [15℄. To de�ne the operator, meta-funtions �? and�! are used whih return the basenames (i.e. apart from the ? and !) of the inputs and outputsrespetively. The operation Op1kOp2 is then de�ned as4[Op1℄[y1!=y1?; : : : ; ym !=ym?℄ ^ [Op2℄[x1!=x1?; : : : ; xn !=xn?℄where �!(Op1) \ �?(Op2) = fx1; : : : ; xng and �?(Op1) \ �!(Op2) = fy1; : : : ; ymg.For example, in the synhronisation (A: jj B :a[output?=input?℄) we have relabelled input? tooutput? in B :a. The e�et of the parallel omposition then spei�es that ommuniation takesplae between the two objets A and B .The notation Op1 � Op2 denotes enrihment, in that the shema text of Op1 enrihes the environ-ment in whih Op2 is interpreted. That is Op1 � Op2 = [Op1; d j p℄ when Op2 = [d j p℄ and the3Not all versions of Objet-Z de�ne and use internal operations in the same way, here we use a distinguishingname to denote suh operations.4In this paper we extend the de�nition of k with the onvention that, in the presene of any type lashes ofommon variables, Op1kOp2 is de�ned to have prediate false.6



free variables of d do not inlude any variables delared in Op1.3.2 LOTOSA LOTOS [6℄ spei�ation of a system de�nes the temporal relationships among the interationsthat onstitute the externally observable behaviour of the system. A spei�ation onsists of twoparts: the behaviour expression desribes the proess behaviour and its interation with the envi-ronment whilst the abstrat data type (ADT) desribes the data strutures and value expressionsused within the behaviour expression. Basi LOTOS refers to the subset of (full) LOTOS thatonsiders only the temporal aspets of behaviour without value passing or the ADT omponent.A simple example of a LOTOS spei�ation is given by the following:Spei�ation Max3 [in1, in2, in3, out℄ : noexittype natural issorts natopns 0 :! natsu : nat ! natlargest : nat ;nat ! nateqns forall x ; y : natofsort natlargest(0; x ) = x ;largest(x ; y) = largest(y ; x );largest(su(x ); su(y)) = su(largest(x ; y));endtypebehaviourhide mid in (Max2[in1; in2;mid ℄ j [mid ℄ j Max2[mid ; in3; out ℄)whereproess Max2[a; b; ℄ : noexit :=a?x : nat ; b?y : nat ; !largest(x ; y); stop[℄b?y : nat ; a?x : nat ; !largest(x ; y); stopendproendspeThis spei�ation de�nes a four gate proess that aepts three natural numbers at three inputgates (in any order), and then o�ers the largest of them at an output gate. A spei�ation orproess behaviour expression is built by applying operators to other behaviour expressions. Abehaviour expression may also inlude instantiations of other proesses (e.g. Max2), whose def-initions are provided in the where lause of the proess de�nition. The terminals of a behaviourexpression are the ourrenes of the proesses stop, exit or proess instantiations (inluding re-ursion) within that expression.The (atomi) observable interations that a proess may engage in are alled the events or ationsof that proess. An event is thought of as ourring at an interation point, or gate, and in theabsene of data passing, the event and gate names oinide. In the above spei�ation the systemmay interat with its environment via gates in1, in2, in3, out. Sine mid is hidden it does notappear in the gate list. Hidden events give rise to unobservable ations (denoted i). Furthermore,the unobservable (or internal) ation i is also user-de�nable, in that it an appear diretly in aspei�ation, and is used to model the potential non-determinism of a given system. There also7



exists a speial ation Æ, whih is not user-de�nable, but whose ourrene indiates the suessfultermination of a proess (and an be used to enable a subsequent proess).The basi data type spei�ation, as illustrated above, onsists of a signature and, possibly, alist of equations. The equations used here de�ne the natural numbers and the funtion largest isused to return the maximum of two integer values. A labelled transition system an be used toillustrate the behaviour (see �gure 2) of Max2.
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ccFigure 2: The behaviour of the proess Max2The translation we de�ne in this paper is veri�ed against a ommon semanti model of the twolanguages. This model is based upon the semantis for Objet-Z desribed in [27℄, whih e�etivelyde�nes a state transition system for eah Objet-Z spei�ation. By embedding the standardlabelled transition system semantis for LOTOS into it in an obvious manner we an use it as aommon semanti basis for the two languages. With suh a ommon semanti model the translationan be veri�ed orret by showing that a LOTOS spei�ation and its Objet-Z translation arebisimular as labelled transition systems. The details of this veri�ation are provided in [11℄.4 The Translation from LOTOS to Objet-ZIn this setion we de�ne the translation from LOTOS to Objet-Z. The ADT omponent ofa LOTOS spei�ation is translated diretly into the Z type system (see Setion 4.2 below).To translate the behavioural aspet of a LOTOS spei�ation, we note that there is a strongorrelation between lasses in objet-oriented languages and proesses in onurrent systems [32,19, 27℄. We use this orrelation as the basis for the translation of the behaviour (whih is desribedin Setions 4.1 and 4.3 below), and map a LOTOS proess to an Objet-Z lass. Adopting thisapproah allows a natural mapping to be identi�ed between many of the behavioural onstruts inthe two languages, for example, we �nd that proess instantiation in LOTOS orresponds naturallyto objet instantiation in Objet-Z.To map a LOTOS proess to an Objet-Z lass we will relate their observable atomi ations, i.e.events in LOTOS and operations in Objet-Z. Therefore the translation will map eah LOTOSation into an equivalent Objet-Z operation shema. For example, a LOTOS spei�ation on-taining the behaviour in?x : nat ; out !(x +2); stop will be translated into an Objet-Z lass whihontains operation shemas with names in and out . The Objet-Z operation shemas have appro-priate inputs and outputs to perform the value passing de�ned in the LOTOS spei�ation. Inaddition, eah operation shema inludes a prediate to ensure that it is appliable in aordanewith the temporal behaviour of the LOTOS spei�ation.We begin the translation by illustrating how spei�ations are turned into a number of Objet-Zlasses, eah one representing a behaviour expression of the LOTOS spei�ation. Setion 4.3ontains the heart of the translation where the translation of a LOTOS behaviour expression isde�ned. We illustrate the translation algorithm by translating the LOTOS spei�ation Max3given in Setion 3.2. This will then be heked for onsisteny with the Objet-Z spei�ation8



desribed in Setion 3.1.4.1 Spei�ationsConsider the LOTOS spei�ation Max3 whih ontains a type de�nition and a behaviour:Spei�ation Max3 [in1, in2, in3, out℄ : noexittype type de�nitionendtypebehaviourhide mid in (Max2[in1; in2;mid ℄ j [mid ℄ j Max2[mid ; in3; out ℄)whereproess Max2[a; b; ℄ : noexit :=a?x : nat ; b?y : nat ; !largest(x ; y); stop[℄b?y : nat ; a?x : nat ; !largest(x ; y); stopendproendspeThis is translated to an Objet-Z spei�ation onsisting of a translation of the type de�nitiontogether with a number of Objet-Z lasses representing the behaviour and proess de�nitions.One lass will represent the behaviour of Max2, and another lass will represent the overall be-haviour hide mid in (Max2[in1; in2;mid ℄ j [mid ℄ j Max2[mid ; in3; out ℄). This latter lass willontain objets of type Max2 whih will orrespond to the proess instantiations in the behaviour.We begin, however, by translating the data types.4.2 Translation of Data TypesThe type de�nition in the spei�ation is translated diretly into the Objet-Z type system. LO-TOS data types are spei�ed using the language for abstrat data types ACT ONE [16℄. ACTONE is an algebrai spei�ation method to write parameterized as well as unparameterized ADTspei�ations.The type spei�ation inMax3 illustrates the most basi form of data type spei�ation in LOTOSonsists of a signature and, optionally, a list of equations. Its translation will introdue a givenset to represent the sorts (here nat), together with an axiomati de�nition whih introdues theoperations onstrained by the behaviour of the equations5. Thus we translate the above to:[nat ℄5Stritly speaking we would also have to inlude prediates ensuring that we restrit the models of the Z axiomatide�nition to the initial ones only. An alternative approah would be to ode the ADT de�nitions diretly as Z freetypes, whih by de�nition are restrited to the initial models. So in this example the �rst two de�nitions would bereplaed by the free type delarationnat ::= zero j su(nat)together with an axiomati de�nition for +. 9



0 : nat ! natsu : nat ! natlargest : nat � nat ! nat8 x ; y : nat �largest(0; x ) = xlargest(x ; y) = largest(y ; x )largest(su(x ); su(y)) = su(largest(x ; y))Notie that in the translation of nullary operations (ie onstants), we remove the arrow, as in! nat . The ommas in an n-ary operation are replaed by � in the Z translation. The ofsortnat is superuous in the Z spei�ation.Any realisti onsisteny heking toolbox will also ontain diret translations from axiomatidesriptions of standard strutured types (e.g. sets and sequenes) into their Z mathematialtoolbox (f. [30℄) equivalents. We will assume that this translation has indeed been made in thisexample (and hene identify nat and IN).LOTOS also allows extensions and ombinations of type spei�ation by importing a referene toa type de�nition and possibly enrihing it with additional sorts, operations and equations. Thetranslation of suh a type de�nition in Z onsists of the translation of the imported de�nitiontogether with a translation of the enrihing sorts, operations and equations as given sets togetherwith an axiomati de�nition. In LOTOS, parameterized data type spei�ations represent generispei�ations whih an be instantiated later. Suh a parameterized type is translated to a generidata type in Z. It is not possible to model type renaming within the Z type system at this levelof abstration. However, a translation of a LOTOS spei�ation using type renaming an befound by �rst re-writing the LOTOS spei�ation into one where the renamings have already beenarried out and then translating into Z.4.3 Proess de�nitions and behaviour expressionsTo translate a proess de�nition we �rst translate its behaviour expression into an Objet-Z lassby suessively applying the rules given below, working bottom up beginning with the LOTOSterminals, until eah operator/terminal has been translated. The variables introdued in a lass'state shemas are assumed to be unique with respet to other state variables introdued duringthe translation of a proess. We also assume the existene of a boolean type bool.4.3.1 Translating the proess Max2To translate the behaviour of Max2 we �rst note that the terminals are the two instanes of stop.After translation of the terminals, the rules for ation pre�x will be applied, and �nally the rulefor hoie is used. We begin with the branh a?x : nat ; b?y : nat ; !largest(x ; y); stop. Thetranslation rule for stop is the following:1. Ination. B = stop translates to the Objet-Z lass
10



Bs : boolINIT�(s): s 0That is the translation maps a LOTOS proess that annot engage in any ation to an Objet-Zlass with no operations. Both will therefore deadlok. 2Continuing with the behaviour under onsideration we have to translate !largest(x ; y); stop usingthe rule for ation pre�x together with the translation of stop as the simple lass given above. Theation pre�x rule is the following:2. Ation pre�x. Let B [a;Op1; : : : ;Opn ℄ = a ?x : T !E [pred ℄; P . The ourrene of pred hereis to at as a seletion prediate, i.e., the ation is o�ered preisely when pred evaluates to true.Then (assuming P has already been translated into an Objet-Z lass) B translates to the lassBP :STATEt : boolx : TINIT�(t)t 0 = true ^ P :STOPa b= ([�(t ; x ); h1? : T ; h2! : U j t ^: t 0 ^ h2! = E ^ x 0 = h1? ^ pred [x 0=x ℄℄ o9 P :INIT) _ P :aOp1 b= P :Op1...Opn b= P :Opnwhere P :STATE denotes the state shema of the lass P , and U = type(E ), and B :STOP is ashema that ensures no operation in B will be enabled.The temporal ordering de�ned in the LOTOS behaviour o�ers ation a followed by the orderingde�ned by P . The translation simulates the same behaviour by using a boolean state variable,t say, and the Objet-Z translation of P . Initially, t is true (so the preondition of a holds) butevery operation in P is disabled (through P :STOP). After a ours that portion of behaviour isdisabled (: t 0), but operations in P are now enabled (P :INIT holds). All operations in the lass Pare promoted to the lass B (Opi b= P :Opi ) to make them available. In addition, P may ontainfurther ourrenes of the operation a, these should be available one the initial a is performed,hene we disjoin P :a to the de�nition of the operation a.The LOTOS value and variable delarations are simulated by the input, output and state variablesin the Objet-Z lass. The rule presented here generalises to an arbitrary number of variable andvalue delarations in the obvious manner. 2In our example the ation is !largest(x ; y), with this ation pre�x and using the urrent translationof stop the rule produes the following Objet-Z fragment.11



s2; s3 : boolINIT�(s2; s3)s 02 ^: s 03h! : IN�(s2; s3)s2 ^: s 02 ^: s 03h! = largest(x ; y)It is easy to see that this Objet-Z lass has the same behaviour as !largest(x ; y); stop. Notiethat the spei�ation ontains undelared variables (x ; y here) until the omplete behaviour hasbeen translated, eventually the LOTOS variable delarations will introdue state variables intothe lass.The subsequent two appliations of ation pre�x are similar (but this time with inputs) and theresult is the following:x ; y : INs0; s1; s2; s3 : boolINIT�(s0; s1; s2; s3)s 00 ^:(s 01 _ s 02 _ s 03)a b= [�(x ; s0; s1; s2; s3); h? : IN js0 ^ s 01 ^:(s 02 _ s 03 _ s 00) ^ x 0 = h?℄b b= [�(y ; s0; s1; s2; s3); h? : IN js1 ^ s 02 ^:(s 00 _ s 01 _ s 03) ^ y 0 = h?℄ b= [h! : IN;�(s2; s3) j s2 ^: s 03 ^: s 02 ^ h! = largest(x ; y)℄The translation of the other branh b?y : nat ; a?x : nat ; !largest(x ; y); stop is similar andprodues another lass with three operations a; b; , but this time b will be enabled initially.We now apply the rule for hoie whih, in general, is given by3. Choie. B [Op1; : : : ;Opn ℄ = P [℄Q translates to the Objet-Z lass
12



BP :STATEQ :STATEINITP :INITQ :INITOp1 b= (P :Op1 ^Q :STOP) _ (Q :Op1 ^ P :STOP)...Opn b= (P :Opn ^Q :STOP) _ (Q :Opn ^ P :STOP)The translation of hoie makes a opy of both P and Q available in the Objet-Z lass. Initially,all operations from P and Q are available sine both P :INIT and Q :INIT hold. However, one anoperation in one branh of the hoie is invoked (P :Op1 say), operations from the other branhwill be disabled (: : :^Q :STOP). This ensures that initially a hoie is available between operationsfrom P and Q , but that one that hoie is resolved operations from only one lass are available.(We have adopted the obvious onvention in this paper that if Op is not in the lass Q then Q :Opis taken to be false.) This suessfully mimis the hoie spei�ed in the LOTOS behaviour. 2Our example ontains a hoie between a?x : nat ; b?y : nat ; !largest(x ; y); stop and b?y :nat ; a?x : nat ; !largest(x ; y); stop. Eah branh has been translated into an Objet-Z lass,the �rst is given above, the seond is similar (exept uses a di�erent boolean variable, t , say).Applying the hoie rule will ombine the two lasses, so that initially the �rst operation fromeah lass is enabled, but subsequently only operations from one of the branhes will be enabled.The atual translation is mehanial, and after some simpli�ation it results in the followingMax2x ; y : INs : s0 j s1 j s2 j s3 j t1 j t2 j t3INIT�(s)s 0 = s0a b= [�(x ; s); h? : IN j (s = s0 ^ s 0 = s1 _ s = t1 ^ s 0 = t2) ^ x 0 = h?℄b b= [�(y ; s); h? : IN j (s = s1 ^ s 0 = s2 _ s = s0 ^ s 0 = t1) ^ y 0 = h?℄ b= [�(s); h! : IN j (s = s2 ^ s 0 = s3 _ s = t2 ^ s 0 = t3) ^ h! = largest(x ; y)℄This ompletes the translation of the proess Max2.4.3.2 Translating the proess Max3To translate the behaviour of Max3, we �rst note that it ontains two instantiations of the proessMax2, whose de�nition is given in the where lause of Max3. The Objet-Z translation will thusontain the de�nition of the lass Max2 followed by that of Max3. The terminals in the behaviourhide mid in (Max2[in1; in2;mid ℄ j [mid ℄ j Max2[mid ; in3; out ℄)are the two proess instantiations, and we use the following rule.13



4. Instantiation. Let B [a1; : : : ; an ℄ = P [a1; : : : ; an ℄(E1; : : : ;Em), where P [g1; : : : ; gn ℄(x1 :t1; : : : ; xm : tm) is de�ned elsewhere. This translates to the Objet-Z lass (where the identi-�er A is unique in B)BA : PA:x1 = E1 ^ : : : ^ A:xm = EmINITA:INITa1 b= A:g1...an b= A:gnProess instantiation therefore has a natural ounterpart in Objet-Z as objet instantiation.The identi�er used is hosen to be unique beause for eah proess instantiation a new objetis instantiated. The substitution of atual gate names for formal gate names is ahieved in thetranslation by operation renaming and promotion (a1 b= A:g1). The replaement of the parameterlist x1; : : : ; xm by value expressions E1; : : : ;Em is represented as a prediate equating the variablesin the objet instantiation to its value (A:x1 = E1 ^ : : :). 2In our example, we have two proess instantiations eah with a di�erent gate set. Eah pro-ess instantiation is translated to an objet instantiation and gate sets beome operation namerelabellings upon promotion (e.g. in1 b= A:a ). Thus the proess instantiations beome:A : Max2INITA:INITin1 b= A:ain2 b= A:bmid b= A:
B : Max2INITB :INITmid b= B :ain3 b= B :bout b= B :Subsequently we need to translate the parallel omposition (Max2[in1; in2;mid ℄ j [mid ℄ j Max2[mid ; in3; out ℄)using the following.5. Parallel omposition. B [Op1; : : : ;Opn ℄ = P j [G ℄ j Q translates to the Objet-Z lass
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BP :STATEQ :STATEINITP :INITQ :INITOp1 b= (P :Op1 _Q :Op1)...Op2 b= (P :Op2 jj Q :Op2)...where an operation shema de�nition appears for eah operation Op in the gate list of B , andtakes the form of that of Op1 if Op 62 G [ fÆg, and takes the form of that of Op2 if Op 2 G [ fÆg.The translation of the parallel omposition B [: : :℄ = P j [G ℄ j Q de�nes an Objet-Z lass withoperations whose behaviour depends on whether the assoiated ation is in G . If it is not, nosynhronisation ours, and therefore the translation o�ers a straight hoie between, say, P :Op1and Q :Op1. If it is in G, then the operation an our preisely when it ours in both P andQ . This is ahieved by using the Objet-Z parallel operator between the two operations, e.g.,P :Op2 jj Q :Op2. The full LOTOS value passing synhronisation aspets are also preserved withthis operator. 2In our example the only synhronisation is on gate mid. All other operations are simply inludedin the translated Objet-Z lass beause they our in just one of the original lasses. The syn-hronisation of mid is de�ned as mid b= (A: jj B :a). Finally, mid is hidden, and we use therule.6. Hiding. B [Op1; : : : ;Opm ℄ = hide g1; : : : ; gn in P translates to the Objet-Z lassBP :STATEINITP :INITi b= (P :g1) n (inouts g1) _ : : : _ (P :gn ) n (inouts gn )Op b= P :Opwhere an operation shema de�nition of the form Op b= P :Op appears for eah operation Op 2fOp1; : : : ;Opmgnfg1; : : : ; gng, and (inouts gi ) is the list of all input and output parameters of theshema gi .Hiding in the ontext of LOTOS transforms the hidden observable ations of a proess into unob-servable ations. In the presene of value passing the data is also hidden. In the Objet-Z lassthe hiding of ations is represented by the hange of operation name (i b= (P :g1) : : :), and datahiding by hiding both the inputs and outputs (: : : n (inouts g1)). 2Thus the hiding rule in this ontext auses mid to be renamed with the distinguished operationname i . Hene we �nally derive the lass representing Max3 as spei�ed below.15



Max3A;B : Max2INITA:INIT ;B :INITin1 b= A:ain2 b= A:bin3 b= B :bout b= B :i b= (A: jj B :a)The remaining rules for LOTOS onstruts whih we have not onsidered here are given in fullin [11℄. Although the general formulation of some of the rules may seem omplex at �rst, thetranslation proess an be automated. Indeed, heuristis an be built for ommonly ouringfragments of behaviour (e.g. a sequene of ation pre�xes as in the example above) so that littlesimpli�ation is in fat needed.5 Cheking the viewpoints for ConsistenyAlthough the main emphasis of this paper is an illustration of the translation mehanism, weomplete the piture in this setion by showing how we an hek viewpoints for onsisteny onethey have been translated into the same language.The translated LOTOS spei�ation an be ompared with the Objet-Z spei�ations of M andOZMax3 given in Setion 3.1, and we apply the onsisteny heking tehniques as desribedin [4, 5℄. To show that two viewpoint spei�ations are onsistent we need to show that thereexists a ommon re�nement of the two spei�ations with respet to the orrespondenes betweenthe viewpoints, where the orrespondenes doument the overlap or ommonality between theviewpoints. We begin by identifying the orrespondenes between the viewpoints.At an objet level we an identify ertain lasses. The lassMax3 andOZMax3 will be implementedas one omponent in the �nal system, and we an identify operations with idential names (e.g.,the operations in1 in the two viewpoints represent partial spei�ations of the same event). We analso identify M and Max2 as representing the same lass. Finally, it is lear that ount in lass Mrepresents information that is also represented by the state variable s in the lass Max2. However,unlike the other orrespondenes this is not a matter of simply identifying these omponents, andwe note that the relation R � IN � fs0; s1; s2; s3; t1; t2; t3g whih relates their values is given byf(0; s0); (1; s1); (2; s2); (2; s3)g.Having identi�ed the relationship between the two viewpoints we now onstrut a least re�nedspei�ation of the two viewpoints, i.e., a spei�ation whih is a re�nement of both originalviewpoints. This uni�ation we build will depend, therefore, on the partiular re�nement relationused to onstrut it. Here we will use the standard Z re�nement relation for state-based systemsas desribed in [30, 31℄.The standard Z re�nement relation allows an operations preondition to be weakened upon re-�nement and for the operations postondition to be strengthened. In Objet-Z the preonditionof an operation represents its guard, whereas in Z an operation is enabled but unde�ned outsideits preondition. It is natural, therefore, for re�nement of a Z operation to allow weakening ofits preondition, but usually this is not allowed for a re�nement of an Objet-Z operation, i.e.the preondition of a re�ned operation in Objet-Z must be idential to the original preondition.16



However, in the ontext of partial spei�ations an operation represents only a partial desrip-tion of its full spei�ation, therefore it is natural (and indeed desirable) to allow a weakeningof preonditions upon re�nement when onstruting the uni�ation of two operations. We willtherefore use the standard Z re�nement relation whih allows weakening of preonditions in theonstrution of uni�ations in Objet-Z.Given that the struture of Max3 and OZMax3 are idential, it follows that we just have toonsider whether we an �nd a ommon re�nement of M and Max2; if we an the two viewpointsoverall will be onsistent 6. The uni�ation of M and Max2 is onstruted in two phases. In the�rst phase, a uni�ed state shema for the two viewpoints has to be onstruted, and this relies onthe orrespondenes between the two viewpoints. The viewpoint operations are then adapted tooperate on this uni�ed state. At this stage we have to hek that a ondition alled state onsistenyis satis�ed. In the seond phase, alled operation uni�ation, pairs of adapted operations from theviewpoints whih are linked by a orrespondene have to be ombined into single operations onthe uni�ed state. This also involves a onsisteny ondition (operation onsisteny) whih ensuresthat the uni�ed operation is a re�nement of the viewpoint operations.We build the uni�ed state spae using a totalisation of the relation R (for details of the totalisationof a relation see [4℄), we then adapt the operations of eah viewpoint to make them operate onthe uni�ed state.An algorithm desribed in [4, 5℄ alulates the adaptions of eah spei�ation. In our example theuni�ed state spae will be:x ; y : INs : s0 j s1 j s2 j s3 j t1 j t2 j t3Beause this is the same state spae as Max2, the adapted Max2 is unhanged from the original.However, beause of how the orrespondene relation links up values in the two state spaes,ount is linked to both s2 and s3 when ount has the value 2. On the adapted state spae it musttherefore still be possible to apply  an arbitrary number of times when it is in either of thesestates. The adapted M is thus given by6i.e. we use a re�nement whih is monotoni
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adaptedMvalue1; value2 : INs : s0 j s1 j s2 j s3INIT�(s)s 0 = s0a�(s ; value1)input? : INs = s0 ^ s 0 = s1value10 = input?b�(s ; value2)input? : INs = s1 ^ s 0 = s2value20 = input?�(s)output ! : INs ; s 0 2 fs2; s3goutput ! = max (value1; value2)Figure 3 shows the state transition diagrams for the originalM , its adapted version, that forMax2and the uni�ation of M with Max2. Given the orrespondene relation used it is easily seen thatthe adapted version of M and its original spei�ation represent the same behaviour, i.e. after ana and a b operation the operation  an be performed any number of times.
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M                adapted M                        Max2                     Unification of Max2 and MFigure 3: Unifying M and Max2We an now attempt to unify the operations. The uni�ation of two viewpoint operations shouldexhibit possible behaviour of eah of the viewpoint operations in eah situation where the viewpoint18



operation was appliable. This requirement an be formalised using pre- and postonditions.The uni�ed operation will be appliable whenever one of the viewpoint operations is, i.e. itspreondition is the disjuntion of the viewpoint operation preonditions. Moreover, when theuni�ed operation is applied to a state satisfying one partiular preondition, a state should resultthat satis�es the orresponding postondition. The uni�ation of operations A and B is given byU (A;B)DelspreA _ preBpreA) postApreB ) postBwhere Dels is the delarations of A and B merged together. Performing this uni�ation for eahof the operations produes the following spei�ationUni�ation(M ;Max2)value1; value2 : INs : s0 j s1 j s2 j s3 j t1 j t2 j t3INIT�(s)s 0 = s0a�(s ; value1)input? : IN(s = s0 ^ s 0 = s1 _ s = t1 ^ s 0 = t2)value10 = input?b�(s ; value2)input? : IN(s = s1 ^ s 0 = s2 _ s = s0 ^ s 0 = t1)value20 = input?�(s)output ! : IN(s = s2 ^ s 0 = s3 _ s = s3 ^ s 0 = s2 _ s = s 0 = s3 _ s = t2 ^ s 0 = t3)output ! = max (value1; value2)Figure 3 illustrates the behaviour of the uni�ation. To illustrate what has happened onsider theourrene of the operation  in the left hand branh. This is a re�nement of the  operation fromthe left hand branh of Max2 and the  from the adapted M . To see this onsider the state s2. InM ,  will transform this state to either s3 or return to s2, the hoie is non-deterministi. However,in Max2 there is just one possible behaviour. A re�nement an't introdue any non-determinism,it an only redue non-determinism, therefore only one behaviour is allowed in the uni�ation,that whih moves from s2 to s3. This onforms with Max2 and redues the non-determinism inM . 19



Now onsider the state s3. In this state the operation  in Max2 was not enabled, whereas in M will either return the state s3 or transform it to s2. Sine we an weaken the preondition underre�nement the most general re�nement of  in this state will be that de�ned above.This lass satis�es the onsisteny requirements (as de�ned in [5℄) beause the state and theoperations are onsistent. Therefore it is the least ommon re�nement of the two original viewpointspei�ations M and Max2. The viewpoints are therefore onsistent.Of ourse the hoie of orrespondene relation is important, and hoosing a di�erent one anresult in inonsistent spei�ations. For example, suppose that we related the values of statevariables ount and s by the relation R = f(0; s0); (1; t1); (2; t2); (2; t3)g. This will result in adi�erent adaption to the uni�ed state, and that for M is now given byadaptedMvalue1; value2 : INs : s0 j t1 j t2 j t3INIT�(s)s 0 = s0a�(s ; value1)input? : INs = s0 ^ s 0 = t1value10 = input?b�(s ; value2)input? : INs = t1 ^ s 0 = t2value20 = input?�(s)output ! : INs ; s 0 2 ft2; t3goutput ! = max (value1; value2)The states of this adaptedM and the state of the lassMax2 are onsistent, however, the operationsare not. For example, onsider the operation a, an attempt to build its uni�ation would produethe following operation de�nitiona�(s ; value1)input? : IN(s = s0 ^ s 0 = s1)(s = s0 ^ s 0 = t1)(s = t1 ^ s 0 = t2)value10 = input? 20



whih is learly inonsistent sine the state spae of Max2 is de�ned as a free type, so s1 6= t1.6 ConlusionsUsing viewpoints written in proess algebras and state-based languages requires that the gapbetween di�erent spei�ation styles is bridged. To do so we have used an objet-oriented variantof Z whih has a natural behavioural interpretation. It is this behavioural interpretation whihmakes it possible to de�ne a state transition system for Objet-Z spei�ations. We used thisstate transition system as a ommon semanti model for the two languages, and thereby de�nedand veri�ed a translation between LOTOS and Objet-Z.Related work inludes [28, 19℄ where methods of formally speifying onurrent systems usingObjet-Z together with CSP are developed. However, the motivation there is not onsistenyheking between viewpoints, but rather the onstrution of one spei�ation using a ombinationof two languages. The basis of the language integration de�ned in [28, 19℄ is a semantis ofObjet-Z lasses idential to that of CSP proesses, where lasses are related to proesses andevents to operations in a similar manner to the work desribed here. The treatment of input andoutput parameters of operations is, however, slightly di�erent leading to a di�erent treatment ofre�nement [29℄. The relationship between the Z and LOTOS re�nement relations in the ontext ofonsisteny heking in ODP is disussed in [13, 12℄, where the latter develops re�nement relationsfor Z spei�ations that ontain internal operations.The work desribed in this paper builds upon earlier work desribed in [10℄ whih provided apartial translation between LOTOS and Z. However, this was de�ned via a omplex intermediatesemanti model, and without a full treatment of instantiation and reursion. The diret translationde�ned here has the bene�t of preserving some of the syntati struture of a LOTOS spei�ationupon translation. For example, proess instantiation an be translated diretly to Objet-Z objetinstantiation. The translation also sheds light on how behavioural spei�ation is strutured inthe two languages. Consider, for example, parallel omposition. In LOTOS a parallel ompositionis formed between two omplete behaviours, as in PkQ . However, in Objet-Z we an't form suha parallel omposition between lasses, rather we ompose operations together using the Objet-Zparallel omposition shema alulus operator, as in P :OpkQ :Op. Thus the translation of PkQhas to be given as one expliit lass de�nition, but the behaviour inherent in PkQ appears inthe operation de�nitions as Op b= P :OpkQ :Op. Thus the translation preserves struture, but inObjet-Z that struture appears at an operation level rather than a lass or behavioural level.In a similar fashion the struture of a guarded proess an be seen to be mapped to a similarstruture at the operation level upon translation. That is the translation of a proess [pred ℄ �! Pis a lass with operations Op b= P :Op � [pred ℄, where the pred now appears as a guard to everyoperation in the translated lass.Some struture is preserved in the translation of ation pre�x, although it has a less naturalrepresentation in Objet-Z. Consider the translation of the behaviour a; P . This will be anObjet-Z lass ontaining a de�nition of an operation a given bya b= ([�(t) j t ^: t 0℄ o9 P :INIT) _ P :aThe struture represented by the ation pre�x ; has appeared as a sequential omposition o9 of anevent a (given by [�(t) j t ^ : t 0℄) followed by the behaviour of P . However, beause in generalthis behaviour may be another Objet-Z lass this is represented by the behaviour in P beomingenabled (P :INIT). The disjuntion with P :a is neessary beause P may ontain further instanesof the operation a whih need promoting to this level.If P is not a proess instantiation simpler translation rules an be given, for example, in translating21
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